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RAPE: THE BIGGEST SOCIAL EVIL 
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ABSTRACT 

 
This Research Paper consists of the issue of a sexual offense against women in India. In this research paper, a brief 
introduction of a sexual offense is mentioned along with the information as to why this problem occurs. Rape: A heinous 
crime it becomes the most common crime in India. The ratio is increasing day by day. Regards the importance of eradicating 
and eliminating the issue of this offense with a conscious effort to know how it is affecting Indian society. The research paper 
consists of Indian laws which are made to protect the citizens from this menace. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 
 
India is a land of customs, wide religious diversification, and patriarchy where women belonging 
to a Brahmin Family or a Sudra Family or in any other religion other than the Traditional Hindu 
family are always deprived of upholding their rights. During the pre-independence period or 
after India achieved its independence, women were still subjected to constant violence. Various 
movements started amalgamating women together to enforce their rights. 
 
The women’s movement in the early’80s started taking a legislative form. Incidents of rape, 
violence, and dowry related offenses, other than uprising controversies of Shah Bano Case, Kathua 
Rape Case, and Uniform Civil Code, urged and made it aware to the whole legislative system of this 
country that there was a need for specific laws so to address certain issues relating to women. 
Rape is a sexual assault by one or more individuals who have been committed forcibly on 
women. A threat of injury committed involuntary who is beneath a certain age, or a person who 
is in an unconscious, intoxicate unsoundness mind. It also imports that the victim has been 
coerced by an accused. 
 
According to the Indian Penal Code 1890, 
 
Section 375- This section of this act stated that 
A man who penetrates his penis or any object to any extent into vagina, anus, mouth, urethra 
against her will (includes at a time of giving such consent she is not in sense i.e. unsoundness 
mind) or makes her do without her consent makes her be obtained by putting her or any person 
related to her in fear of death or hurt1.  
 
Generally, in our country, a woman suffers these severe forms of assault in every aspect either at 
home in a form of domestic violence (physical abuse) or at the workplace, public place, etc. 
Even in today's scenario, a baby girl of 5 months is not safe. Don't you think this is the most 
ridiculous thinghappening in our society? Yes, this is also a part of the fact that man is also suffering a 
sexual assault by women and this thing is not as influential in our society as; when we see the 
ratio then rarely 1 percent of cases of sexual assault of men are registered as of women. In every 
country, rape has been committed but if we see the bureau report India becomes one of the 
topmost countries for committing a crime "rape".  Safety becomes an Essential instrument for women. 

 

II.HISTORY 

                                                             
1  Prof. T. Bhattacharya, The Indian penal code (section 375),1860  
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 In Ancient times the society is occupied by two-class "poor" or "rich". A girl who resides in a 
poor family suffered involuntary prostitution and a higher family's girl became the victim of their 
husband in a name of domestic violence. We are unaware of the fact "consent" in earlier times 
so we considered our customs, but this was not a custom it just unawareness in our society. 
During 1800, most of the legal system considered keeping a wife as their property treat them as 
they desire (includes involuntarily physical intimate) is valid since the husband as authority over 
his wife. But during Massachusetts' body2.  
Of liberty which was the first legal code, declared that women should be free from all kinds of 
bodily correction and stripes from her husband. 
Earlier there is a concept of man domination over women. It is a constant concept that had been 
abolished from the legal system, but in fact frame of mind (male domination) has not been 
abolished. 

 

III.RAPE: A HEINOUS CRIME 
 
Rape is an immense abstraction: it does not only mean involuntary penetration of penis or insert 
an object into a vagina, mouth, of a woman or make her do so, sexual assault, sexual harassment, 
pornography, a person who abets another person is also liable for the crime rape. 
 

1. Physical conduct 
 

 Unwelcome physical contact including patting, pinching, stroking, kissing, hugging, fondling, or 
inappropriate touching without the consent of a women 

 Physical violence, including sexual assault 

 The use of job-related threats or rewards to solicit sexual favors. 
 

2. Verbal conduct (sexual harassment) 
 

 Comments on a worker’s appearance, age, private life, etc. 

 Sexual comments, filthy stories, and jokes 

 Repeated and unwanted social invitations for dates or physical intimacy 

 Insults based on the sex of the worker 

 Condescending or paternalistic remarks 

                                                             
2 https://shodhganga.inflibnet.ac.in/bitstream/10603/135868/10/10_chapter%203.pdf 
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 Sending sexually explicit messages (by phone or by email) 
 

3. Non-verbal conduct 
 

 Display of sexually explicit or suggestive material 

 Sexually-suggestive gestures 

 Whistling 

 Leering    
 
 
 
 
 
 
     

A. HOW IS THERE SUCH A RISE IN THESE CASES? 
 
According to a survey, a report published by the National Crime Record Bureau(NCRB)of 
20143 unleashed by government, that husbands commit a majority of the act of sexual violence 
in India, and according to a report just one percent of marital rapes and six percent of rapes by 
men and other than husbands are reported to the police, this data has been released when data 
of national family health survey(NFHS)4which asked women respondents whether they had face 
physical or sexual abuse, has been compared with national crime record bureau(NCRB)5reported 
cases of violence against women. According to a one-year report is observes that 157 per lac 
women had experienced rape b men other than their husband and 6,590 per lac women has 
experienced forceful physical and sexual abuse by their husband against their will. 
                        
According to government data, one woman reported a rape every 15 minutes on average in India 
in 2018. 
Awareness against sexual offenses and fast track hearing of cases is trigger when high published 
cases came in media. 

                                                             
3 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/ncrb-2018-woman-reports-rape-every-15-minutes-in-india-

1635924-2020-01-11 
4 http://rchiips.org/nfhs/NFHS-4Report.shtml(2014-2018) 
5 https://www.thehindu.com/news/national/marital-and-other-rapes-grossly-

underreported/article6524794.ece 
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1. Delhi Rape Case and Murder (Nirbhaya case)6 
 
Facts: - 
  The victim and her friend were returning home after the movie. There they took a bus home 
and 6 men were also present on the bus.  The accused attack them rape the victim assault her 
with an iron rod furthermore another victim (the victim's friend) was beaten and they were 
thrown at the roadside to die. She was got hospitalized but due to an incurable brutal injury, she 
departs from her life. 
 

2. Unnao Rape Case7 
 
Facts: - 
 The victim was a 17-year-old girl who approached the accused for a job in June 2017 and was 
kidnapped and raped for more than a week by the accused and others. It was a gang rape. 
Accused was the lawmaker of the Unnao District. The victim's family was also threatened by the 
accused and her Father was murdered by the accused brother. After India's Federal Investigation 
agency took over the case and arrested the accused and 10 others for the murder. The case is still 
ongoing. 
 

3. Kathua Rape Case8 
 
Facts: - 
 The victim was an 8-year-old girl and the accused was a 60-year-old retired government officer 
and others. The victim was disappeared for 13 days. She was kidnapped for 7 days and was 
founded dead after 6 days. The victim was kept drugged and raped by the accuses and then 
finally murdered. 
This case was about Religion Discrimination. 
 
Through these cases, there is a vast awareness among the people and many laws were passed by 
the government. And these cases are highlighted due to the riots done by the people for justice. 
Due to which a lot of families find peace and justice has been served to the victim. 

                                                             
6https://indiankanoon.org/doc/68696327/ Mukesh & Anr vs State for Nct Of Delhi & Ors on 5 May, 

2017 
7 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/121209362/Sunauvvar vs State of U.P. on 9 February, 2017 
8 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/62196194/Mohd.Akhtar vs. State of Jammu and Kashmir,7 May 

2018 
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 But in contradiction, we can see that the cases are still pending either due to political pressure or 
religious discrimination. These cases are so highlighted due to riots but we can see that even 
after so much awareness the verdict had been decided after so many years. 
What about cases that are not so much highlighted? What about their justice; it has become a duty of 
every citizen of India to spread awareness in our society. 
 
Crime is a crime and a criminal has no religion. The same principle should be followed for 
each crime, each case, each report should be based on facts, not bias. 
 But the violence has continued unabated, the legislative introduced a special act and the 
judiciary formulates the special court such as POCSO, domestic violence act, protection of 
women from sexual harassment in the workplace. 
 

So, it is the time for the advancement of thoughts in society, it is not a feminist 
proclamation it is an absolute proclamation, for changing the outlook of orthodox society. A 
female is equivalent to a male she should get all opportunities, why she should sit at home. 

It is a time to include a subject "SEX EDUCATION" considering as fundamental to 
enroll: 

 

B. WILL SEX EDUCATION MAKE ANY VARIATION IN 
SOCIETY? 

Yes, it will alter the thoughts; it makes students understand the theory of physical 
language  

For Female: what is bad touch and what is a good touch. To protect women of India 
first of all we should start by teaching kids what is consent, by giving them proper knowledge 
about what is acceptable and what is not but showing little girls which touch has a good 
intention and which has not  

For males: That whatever they see in films, in pornography, it is not the actual reality 
they are just for entertainment. Yes, this harsh fact that pornography cannot wholly ban, it will 
go available in black. They are nothing such as ego which man considers as an insult and to 
maintain it, they commit a crime. 

Irrespective of all the abuses metered towards a woman inside their homes, there is still a 
silver lining. The main factor which plays a great role in accepting education than income or age. 
Experts have reported that the commission of sexual and physically violent behavior can be 
eventually decreased by way of introducing schooling and proper education. There has been a 
sharp decrease of 38% to 16% of violence only by way of formal education. 
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Nowadays, we noticed that not only women are suffering, but girls, a few months child, 
old women are also been trigger by man, as their tool. Sex education helps to know the 
capability strength phenomena of intimation. They can understand the concept of consent. 

 

IV.HOW TO PROTECT OUR SELF? 
We can overcome the cases by providing sex education, by providing security, but 

whatsoever we can do, we cannot save every girl of our society. So, it is also necessary to protect 
ourselves from the outside world. Every moment every time your caretaker can not protect you. 
Even when we know that most of the cases have been registered is only from our family 
member so we can maintain that scrutiny by making every girl learn for the self-defense; 
construct them to keep equipment which helps them to protect themselves.  

 

V.HOW TO PROTECT OUR SOCIETY? 

 
1. Awareness  
2. Prostitution legalized 
Everything has 2 perspectives: 
You know what is an actual reality for the uprising of cases, the cases are being increased 

due to major factor heavy advancement of western culture, but we opt the dress sense we opt 
the way of living but;   

 

A. WHAT IS THE CRISIS WE ARE SUFFERING? 

Yes, we are being the sufferer of crime, a heinous crime rape; as we live in a country 
which is full of poverty, illiterate people, where we opt all western culture but we say that opting 
half thing will lead to bad consequences, to overcome from the crime we should have to legalize 
the prostitution as; having a fantasy is a natural factor we cannot deny this factor, when people 
who are illiterate or belongs to poor family get fantasized by rich western class woman and girls, 
and they try to fulfill their desperation on women, girls, child of their own family or belongs to a 
poor family. This is a harsh reality of our society. 

Being a western class is not our fault, it is our choice but not allowing prostitution leads 
to committing a crime. In today's scenario in today's condition, it has become necessary. 

Why the crime rate is bigger in North India than in the South? 
 The more effective reason is the literacy rate. Where there is no male dominancy and 

women are treated equally in a true sense. The south Indian people are more disciplined. 
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VI.HOW TO PROTECT OUR COUNTRY DIGNITY? 
So, there are a few steps that I believe if executed properly would make a difference.  
Firstly, the punishment should be as gruesome as the crime. People are no longer afraid 

of dying or spending the rest of their life behind bars. They should be punished publicly and 
should be given the pain and torture that will cold the spine of everyone.  

Secondly, certain areas report a higher number of rape cases, for instance, several no. of 
cases are reported from the outskirt of the city or near farms. Due to lack of proper toilets, girls 
have to step out at odd Hours and these ferocious beasts take advantage of that. So these root 
causes should also be taken into consideration. Apart from that these areas should be completely 
under surveillance.  

Thirdly, you being a girl yourself, must be aware of the fact that we face harassment and 
filthy comments every day here and there. And we most of the time choose not to do anything 
about it. This not only encourages such activities but also motivate crime to take an ugly face. 
Out of law administration should work on making the procedure of filing complaints easier and 
not embarrassing. 

 

VII.REPORTEDLY INCREASE OF CASES DURING 
COVID-19 IN INDIA 

 While there remains a supposable nation-wide lockdown around the whole country, The 
National Commission for Women (NCW)9, which collects complaints from the whole country, 
has received a more than two-fold increase in gender-based violence. The total complaint rose 
from 116 (during March 2-8) to 257 (in and around March 23- April 1), while cases of domestic 
violence have increased from 30 to 69 over the same period.10 Thus, there has been a threefold 
increase in police apathy towards complaints registered by women to the NCW, as the police are 
busy enforcing the lockdown to curb the spread of COVID-19. Experts have expressed their 
opinion that these types of cases that are now being registered are just the tip of the iceberg, as 
women generally cannot be able to reach out because of restriction on movement as well as lack 
of privacy. There has been a sudden downfall of calls from women victims who generally face 
abuse. Whenever calls are made to any NGO’s, Commissions or Authorities they are mainly 
made outside the family environment or in a very private manner. 

 Now due to the lockdown situations, every member of the family is at home, thus it is 
becoming difficult to give a helpline call. In this time of crisis or calamity, a massive amount of 
anxiety started revolving inside people’s minds, as to whether the company will sack them, or cut 
the salary or difficulty in accessing food and necessities. Still there exists a patriarchal society and 

                                                             
9 http://ncw.nic.in/ 
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thus women become easy prey for venturing out male anger. While a strict level of lockdown is 
being followed to have a strict check on Coronavirus, this amount of strictness eventually 
creates a strict bar upon those women victims who wants to get back to their paternal houses or 
seek help from the police administration. 

The main priority of the police on executing and following orders during these lockdown 
days is mainly towards focusing on the strict implementation of Govt. orders and to make the 
lockdown successful, but indeed there have to be certain alternative arrangements to arrange for 
resources to help any women who are distress or any kind of emergency medical requirements 
or any women who are seriously facing violence and abuse and thus needs to be overseen by the 
administration. 

 

VIII.CASES 
1. Hathras Case  

 
Facts: - 
The victim was working on the farm with her mother. Where the accused get to her and choked 
her with a victim's dupatta and after the brutal rape. The accused chopped the victim's tongue 
and left her dead. The police cover the tracks by instantaneous postmortem and burned the 
body without the authorization of a victim's family10. 
 

2. Women Gang-Raped in Jaipur 
 
Facts: - 
The victim has visited Jaipur for some work on 28th September. Where a victim visited SMS 
Hospital where her purse was stolen. The next day, the victim visited the hospital again to find 
her bag. Where the accused raped her on the pretext of helping the poor with food11.  
 

3. Two Minor Girls from Baran Gang-Raped For 3 Days  
 
Facts: - 
Victims were minor girls aged 13 and 15 years. Victims were abducted by the accused on 18th 
September. The accused took the victim to Kota and Jaipur. There the victim suffered a gang 

                                                             
10 https://www.firstpost.com/india/hathras-gangrape-allahabad-hc-takes-suo-moto-cognizance-summons-

top-up-govt-officials-media-houses-to-court-8871181.html 
11 https://www.opindia.com/2020/10/11-rapes-reported-in-rajasthan-in-7-days/ 
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rape for 3 days. But the police denied the rape case and CM has also stated that the victim's gone 
with their 'own will12'. 
But the victims had stated on camera that they got drugged and raped by the accused. 
 

4. Ambulance Driver Raped the Covid-19 Patient 
 
Facts: - 
 The victim and her family member reported positive for Covid-19. They both were taken to the 
hospital. Where one of them is admitted to the hospital and the victim was advised to be 
admitted to another hospital which was 4 km away from the recent hospital. The accused take 
the victim in the ambulance and took a detour and drove about 18km. Then the accused 
stopped and rape the victim and threatened the victim with dire consequences if she spoke up. 
The accused also had a criminal history (murder attempt)13. 

 
5. Old Woman Rape 

 
Facts: - 
The victim was an 86-year-old woman and the accused was a 30-year-old man. The victim was 
waiting for her milkman to deliver milk in the evening. There the accused told her that her 
regular milkman wasn't coming and take her to a farm for milk and rape her there. The victim 
kept begging the accused but he kept assaulting her until the nearby villager came to save her14.  
 
You all are well aware of these cases which recently took place in your neighboring states. Few 
of them get media coverage but what about the women who get raped every day did they get 
media coverage or they don't get justice. It's the brutal truth of today's society where we just get 
news and we ignore this just like nothing happened. In many cases either due to political or 
religious crises the cases are demolished or suppressed.  

 

IX.CONCLUSION 
A crime has a crime and a criminal has no religion. The same principle should be 

followed for each crime, each case, each report should be based on facts, not bias 

                                                             
12 https://www.opindia.com/2020/10/rajasthan-baran-minor-girls-rape-ashok-gehlot-police-deny-victim-

statement-video 
13 https://thewire.in/rights/kerala-ambulance-driver-sexual-assault 
14 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-india-54085183 
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If there is a rotten apple in your basket of apples making sure those apples are dealt with 
is your responsibility, otherwise, the rot can spread to other apples as well. I want everyone to 
come out and start talking about crimes 

Ending this article, I want to say, a woman is not an object. She is either your wife or 
your mother or your mother-in-law or your girlfriend or your live-in-partner or your daughter, or 
any unknown person. Showing strength within a limited area of the jurisdiction where the abuser 
is the person who makes the last decision doesn’t make that abuser a macho. To be a hero or a 
brave person, do try to help those women who are always subjected to abuse day and night. It is 
very difficult to understand nature and I am saying this because like for say where any violence 
takes place, the walls, objects, appliances, decorations, and even photos of god just stares and 
watches those anger grudging incidents as they are non-living objects and thus, they only watch, 
watch and watch. A very popular proverb revolves around us many times that “Even Walls 
Have Ears”. Truly a wall has ears, because it even hears those tears, beating sounds, slangs but 
couldn’t do anything it just keeps himself erect and become witnesses by being just a dumb 
audience. 
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